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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers has a requirement to store more than 100 million records in salesforce and needs to create a
custom big object to support this business requirement. 

Which two tools should a data architect use to build custom object? 

A. Use DX to create big object. 

B. Use Metadata API to create big object. 

C. Go to Big Object In setup select new to create big object. 

D. Go to Object manager In setup and select new to create big object. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 2

UC is building a salesforce application to track contacts and their respective conferences that they have attended with
the following requirements: 

1. 

Contacts will be stored in the standard contact object. 

2. 

Conferences will be stored in a custom conference__c object. 

3. 

Each contact may attend multiple conferences and each conference may be related to multiple contacts. How should a
data architect model the relationship between the contact and conference objects? 

A. Implement a Contact Conference junction object with master detail relationship to both contact and conference__c. 

B. Create a master detail relationship field on the Contact object. 

C. Create a master detail relationship field on the Conference object. 

D. Create a lookup relationship field on contact object. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

Get Cloudy Consulting uses an invoicing system that has specific requirements. One requirement is that attachments
associated with the Invoice_c custom object be classified by Types (i.e., ""Purchase Order"", ""Receipt"", etc.) so that
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reporting can be performed on invoices showing the number of attachments grouped by Type. 

What should an Architect do to categorize the attachments to fulfill these requirements? 

A. Add additional options to the standard ContentType picklist field for the Attachment object. 

B. Add a ContentType picklist field to the Attachment layout and create additional picklist options. 

C. Create a custom picklist field for the Type on the standard Attachment object with the values. 

D. Create a custom object related to the Invoice object with a picklist field for the Type. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

NTO processes orders from its website via an order management system (OMS). The OMS stores over 2 million
historical records and is currently not integrated with SF. The Sales team at NTO using Sales cloud and would like
visibility into related customer orders yet they do not want to persist millions of records directly in Salesforce. NTO has
asked the data architect to evaluate SF connect and the concept of data verification. Which 3 considerations are needed
prior to a SF Connect implementation? 

Choose 3 answers: 

A. Create a 2nd system Admin user for authentication to the external source. 

B. Develop an object relationship strategy. 

C. Identify the external tables to sync into external objects 

D. Assess whether the external data source is reachable via an ODATA endpoint. 

E. Configure a middleware tool to poll external table data 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

Northern Trail Outfitter has implemented Salesforce for its associates nationwide, Senior management is concerned that
the executive dashboard are not reliable for their real-time decision-making. On analysis , the team the following issues 

with data entered in Salesforce. 

Information in certain records is incomplete. 

Incorrect entry in certain fields causes records to be excluded in report fitters. 

Duplicate entries cause incorrect counts. 

Which three steps should a data architect recommend to address the issues? 

A. Periodically export data to cleanse data and import them back into Salesforce for executive reports. 
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B. Build a sales data warehouse with purpose-build data marts for dashboards and senior management reporting. 

C. Explore third-party data providers to enrich and augment information entered in salesforce. 

D. Leverage Salesforce features, such as validate rules, to avoid incomplete and incorrect records. 

E. design and implement data-quality dashboard to monitor and act on records that are incomplete or incorrect 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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